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New York is a place where a wide open smile is a part of hospitality and New Yorkers are known for
their attitude; no matter pain or gain, we know how to make fun of a situation, how to crack jokes out
of those. Not everyone have the confidence to mock troubles, but we New Yorkers have bought it
from Cosmetic Dentist NYC clinics.

No matter how advance dental science has become, but still there are dudes who find it of urgent
need to cover their face with hands when they laugh or they completely restrain themselves from
laughing out loudly just because of a biggest reason, â€œtinted and discolored teethâ€•. Besides this, there
are some other reasons that forces one to explore his pockets for a handkerchief before laughing or
even talking, such as chipped, broken or missed teeth. In some cases, this shyness might be
because of birth defects blemishing whole facial appearance (cleft lips). No offence, but in most
cases, this path is concreted by no one else but us. We do it when we ignore our oral dental
hygiene; when we refrain ourselves from not voting the healthy eating habits; by doing the risky
sporty adventures; by turning a blind eye towards the dentistsâ€™ blogs and advices. On top of this,
undoubtedly humankind always chooses repair and repent over prepare and prevent and when that
is why, when one suffers from dental ailments, he books an appointment at the Cosmetic Dentist
NYC clinic.

Moving further to the options available in the cosmetic dentist in context to teeth bleaching, let us
first understand the causes behind this ailment:

Teeth whitening: Causes behind tooth discoloration :

Extrinsic : this is discoloration of outer layer of teeth; medically termed as Enamel

irregular intake of caffeine, bacterial pigments, tobacco, wine, cola,

if you smoke way too much or you are a chain smoker fluoride

Intrinsic: this is discoloration of inner layer of teeth; medically termed as Dentin

You have limitless contact with fluoride, when you was a kiddo

May be your mum used tetracycline antibiotics, when you was in her womb during second half of
pregnancy

Maybe you used this tetracycline antibiotic, when you was of 8 or younger

You may have undergone through a trauma, which eventually afflicted your development of
permanent tooth.

Extrinsic and Intrinsic

Both kind of discoloration appears with aging as well, which eventually results in chipped, broken or
discolored teeth.
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In our next article, we will be elaborating some more reason that causes dental discoloration and its
treatment at a a Cosmetic Dentist NYC clinic.   

One can discover more about different ailments and solution at http://www.dentalcarenyc.com.
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